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With poems ranging from the confessional to the mock-
autobiographical, from imagism to abstract storytelling, from
the comic and satirical to the mournful and disturbing, Star
Struck startles us with the many faces of lyric poetry.

This book of poems by the award-winning poet David
McCooey is made up of four sections.The first documents an
alienating encounter with a life-threatening illness. The second
plays out an unforgettable obsession with darkness and light.
The third brings together popular music and the ancient literary
tradition of pastoral poetry.

In this highly original sequence we find, among other things,
Bob Dylan singing Virgil, Joni Mitchell reflecting on life in
Laurel Canyon, a lab monkey pondering the sound of music,
and a bitter, surreal rewriting of ‘Down Under’ for our times. In
the final section, narrative poetry is cast in an intensely new
and uncanny light.

David McCooey is a prize-winning poet, critic, and editor. His
debut poetry collection Blister Pack (2005) won the Mary
Gilmore Award. His second full-length collection Outside
(2011) was shortlisted for the Queensland Literary Awards
and was a finalist for the Melbourne Prize for Literature’s ‘Best
Writing Award’ in 2012. He is the deputy general editor of the
Macquarie PEN Anthology of Australian Literature (2009), and
the author of Artful Histories (1996/2009), which won a NSW
Premier’s Literary Award.

McCooey is also a musician and sound artist. His album of
‘poetry soundtracks’ Outside Broadcast was released in 2013 
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as a digital download and is available for streaming on Spotify and elsewhere. He is a professor of
literature and writing at Deakin University in Geelong, where he lives.


